Delivering your talk
Delivering your talk

Use your voice, eyes, and body to convey your message and engage your audience.
Using your voice
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- Speed
- Volume
- Tone
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Clarity
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Engagement
Using your eyes

Make eye contact with people in audience
Using your body

Look confident
Using your body

Look confident
- Good posture
- Deliberate movements
- Relaxed facial expressions
Using your body

Look confident

Avoid distractions
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Look confident

Avoid distractions
  Rocking back and forth
  Pacing
  Fiddling with something in your hands
Using your body

Look confident

Avoid distractions

Connect with your audience
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Look confident

Avoid distractions

Connect with your audience
  Don’t hide behind the podium
  Show interest in audience
How do I do all this?
Preparing your talk

Know your slides

Don’t memorize (or read)

Practice until fluent
Delivering your talk
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